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CBSE Sample Paper-01  

 Class – X Social Science

 

 

 Time allowed: 3 hours        Maximum Marks: 90 

 

 General Instructions: 

a) The question paper has 30 questions. All Questions are compulsory. 

b) Question numbers 1-8 are Multiple Choice Questions. Each question carries one each. 

c) Question numbers 9-20 are three marks questions. Answers of these questions should 

not exceed 80 words. 

d) Question numbers 21-28 are five marks questions. Answers of these questions should not 

exceed 100 words. 

e) Question numbers 29-30 are map questions of three marks each.  

 

1. What was the major objective of the Vienna Congress of 1815? 

OR 

In which year French established a firm grip over the Northern region of Vietnam? 

2. Name the state in which the Monazite sands found? 

3. Name the Dam against which the Narmada Bachao Andolan was started? 

4. What are bye elections? 

5. How much part of the globe is not still under democratic government? 

6. What are the modern forms of Currency? 

7. What will happen if the trade barriers are removed from the import of Chinese toys to India? 

8. Why India has been observing 24th December as the national Consumer’s Day? 

9. Outline the features of Vienna Treaty. 

OR 

Can you explain the contribution of Francis Garnier to establish French control over 

Vietnam? 

10. Highlight the major facts about the new economic situation created by First Word War in 

India? 

11.  “Gandhiji saw this as an opportunity to bring Muslims under the umbrella of unified national 

movement” Can you explain that opportunity. 

12. “Toothpaste is a combination of various Minerals”. Support the statement with suitable 

examples?  

13. How would you classify industries on the bases of their main role? 

14. Highlight the importance of radio and television as an effective means of mass 

communication in India? 

15. Mention any three forms of Pressure Groups in Politics? 

16. “Any imperfection in the government functions is blamed on democracy”. Is it right? 

17. Explain any three measures to deepen democracy in a country? 

18. How do Self Help Groups help the poor in rural areas? Explain with suitable arguments. 
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19. How does the rise of the Multinational Companies affect the poor workers? Explain. 

20. Explain the Judicial Setup made by the Indian Government to solve the consumer dispute. 

21. How would you categories the factors which promoted the building up of the dominance of 

English ethnic in British Isles? 

OR 

         How would you explain the shadow or influence of china over Vietnamese?                

22. Can you identify the different limitations of Civil Disobedience Movement? 

23. Analyze the advantages of the decentralization of industries in India? 

24. Which agency provides the air travel service in north-eastern and off shore areas of India? 

Explain why air transport is proffered in north-eastern states of India? 

25. State the various functions political parties perform in a democracy. 

26. What is the nature and scope of Democracy in the modern world?  

27. Why did the Government of India remove trade barriers? Explain the reasons. 

28. How consumers’ movements are responsible to spread awareness among the consumers? 

29. A.  Two features A and B are marked in the given political map of India. Identify these 

features with the help of the following information and write their correct names on 

the lines marked on the map. 

1. The place where Congress Session was held in 1920       

            2.  The place where Jallianwala Bhag massacre took place  

B.   Locate and Label the state to which Gudem rebels belonged with appropriate symbols 

on the same map given for identification. 

30.  A.  Two features A and B are marked in the given political map of India. Identify these 

features with the help of the following information and write their correct names on 

the lines marked on the map. 

1.  Oil field of Assam    

2.  Iron and steel plant  

B.   Locate and Label Haldia Sea Port with appropriate symbols on the same map given for 

identification. 
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